
CESSAC and Handicap Calculations – An insight
It seems topical to give players an insight into how handicaps are 
calculated for a Greensomes event such as this weekends CESSAC 
which has EGA and CONGU handicapped players competing.
The player with the lower handicap receives 60% of their playing 
handicap, their partner with the higher handicap receives 40% of their 
playing handicap. The sum total is added together and then rounded to 
produce their Course Playing Handicap for the event.The Pairs 
handicaps for players from EGA land are straight forward to calculate 
using the above %ages.
Example of EGA pairing
Man off EGA 12.7, course handicap is 14 = 14 x 0.6 = 8.4
Lady off EGA 16.9, course handicap is 21 = 21 x 0.4 = 8.4
Combined they receive 16.8 rounded up to 17 shots.
CONGU to EGA Conversion effective Jun 2016 
If you viewed this explanation earlier today you will see I have amended 
the conversion formula but it does produce the same result. The EGA 
Handicaps committee via Decisions on the EGA Handicap System 
amended the conversion formula in Jun 16. Datagolf calculates its 
handicaps using this formula.
Players from non EGA land such as CONGU use the recommended 
EGA Handicap conversion which is  CONGU Exact Hcp x (113/124) 
 Note :The figure of 113 is the average USGA slope rating and 124 is the 
average CONGU slope rating.
Example of an International or CONGU handicapped Pairing
Man off CONGU 13.1 = 13.1 x 113/124 = 13.1 x 0.911 = 11.937 = EGA 
Hcap of 11.9
Lady off CONGU 19.5 = 19.5 x 113/124 = 19.5 x 0.911 =17.76 = EGA 
Hcap of 17.8
We then calculate their Course playing Handicap by referring to the 
relevant table for the tees in play. In this example the Man would receive 
13 shots and the Lady 22 shots.
For our Greensomes event this is then adjusted using the %ages shown 
above.
Man 13 x 0.6 = 7.8
Lady 22 x 0.4 = 8.8
Combined 16.6 and rounded to receive 17 shots


